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INTRODUCING THE THROWBACKS 
 
Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight were the two most popular girls from Pelham Memorial High School’s 
Class of 2129. They were the young ladies that every guy wanted to date and every girl wanted to be! 
Unfortunately for Rachel-Gwen and Eliza, they have peaked in their high school years. While their classmates 
went on to attend college or enter the workforce, Rachel-Gwen and Eliza are still trying to live life like they are 
still in high school. Rachel-Gwen is getting by holding onto the local popularity that she still has, while Eliza is 
living off her family’s fortune. 
 
One former classmate of Rachel-Gwen and Eliza is Cheryl Cacola, better known to the world as PWOTG 
wrestler, Cheri Cola. In high school, Rachel-Gwen and Eliza would bully Cheryl, making fun of her physical 
appearance, mainly her red hair. This bullying caused a lot of emotional problems for Cheryl Cacola leading 
her to have anger issues to this very day. Cheryl channeled her anger in the gym, changing her body to that of 
a pro-athlete and learning to wrestle. Cheryl also grew to love her signature red hair. 
 
Eliza Delight was watching the local news in January of 2135 when she caught a story on the local woman who 
was competing for the PWOTG Championship, Cheri Cola. Eliza had to do a double-take, as she first did not 
recognize her former classmate on the television. The first thing Eliza did was call her bestie, Rachel-Gwen 
Sanders, to see if she had heard the news. Rachel-Gwen turned on the television and could not believe her 
eyes! Cheryl Cacola was not the same girl they had bullied all those years.  
 
Eliza spent her mother’s money to purchase front row seats for herself and Rachel-Gwen Sanders to NDW 
Luck of the Draw. During the show, Eliza and Rachel-Gwen appeared visibly annoyed. They were poking fun 
at all the wrestlers during the opening matches. This disrespect was noticed by all the wrestlers who had 
competed during the event. The locker room was abuzz about these two women in the front row causing such 
a scene. 
 
It was now time for the main event, a 15 woman gauntlet match for the vacant PWOTG Championship. 
Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight were even more terrible to the women wrestlers than they were the 
men. They were poking fun at all the women competing in the match until Cheri Cola’s name was drawn. At 
that point, all the attention was placed on Cheri Cola, who was being heckled by the same girls who once 
made her life miserable in high school. 
 
When Cheri Cola was eliminated from the match by Lioness, Lioness instantly became the favorite wrestler of 
Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight. Cheri Cola seemed quite embarrassed as she returned to the locker 
room after her defeat and the torment that followed from a pair of bullies in the crowd. She found a private 
dressing room and locked herself inside to cry without anyone knowing. 
 
Over the next few months, Eliza Delight would buy front row tickets to every NDW show that Cheri Cola was 
scheduled to appear for herself and Rachel-Gwen. They would save all of their energy to harass Cheri Cola. It 
got so bad that Cheri Cola asked if The Last Knight could ban the two mean girls from the buildings, but he 
said, since they have not done anything physical, there’s nothing he can do. Bob Hagar, on the other hand, 
was loving the situation and may have even been giving them early access to ticket sales. 
 
Then one night, everything changed! Cheri Cola was fighting her longtime rival, La Belleza during a PWOTG 
Showcase event. After a hard-fought effort, Cheri Cola lost to La Belleza’s DREAM MAKEOVER finisher. Cheri 
Cola was out cold! La Belleza went out to ringside to retrieve her giant scissors. Eliza and Rachel-Gwen were 
looking on, completely confused as to what was going down. La Belleza returned to the downed Cheri Cola, 



grabbed a big section of her long red hair, placed the scissors at Cheri’s scalp, and CLANG! Rachel-Gwen 
Sanders smashed a ringside chair across the back of La Belleza! 
 
Without hesitation, Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight had hopped over the guardrail and came to the aid 
of the fallen Cheri Cola saving her long red locks. Shocked La Belleza rolled out of the ring pointing her 
scissors at Eliza and Rachel-Gwen while holding her lower back in pain. The live crowd was going crazy! The 
audience was elated that Cheri’s hair had been saved. Before Cheri Cola woke up, security had apprehended 
Eliza Delight and Rachel-Gwen Sanders. However, Eliza paid off the security guard, and the two women 
returned home without any charges being filed. 
 
At the next Showcase event, Cheri Cola faced her rival, Hot Pink, and Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight 
were right there in the front row, heckling Cheri Cola. The live crowd did not know what to make of the bizarre 
situation. Before the event had ended, La Belleza came down to ringside, while the cameras were turned off, 
and threatened Eliza and Rachel-Gwen with giant scissors in hand. While security was separating the women, 
Eliza threw a drink in La Bellza’s face to a roar from the crowd! Again, Eliza and Rachel-Gwen were removed 
from the building, but Eliza’s deep pockets kept them out of trouble yet again. 
 
Rachel-Gwen and Eliza were overwhelmed with the crowd reaction that they had gotten! They wanted more of 
that attention. Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight wanted to become professional wrestlers. They first 
reached out to The Last Knight, but he absolutely refused to train them because of how awful they have been 
to Cheri Cola. Enter Bob Hagar, who was more than happy to take from Eliza Delight’s family fortune to train 
the two women. Bob Hagar appointed Robert Hagar-Knight to personally train Rachel-Gwen and Eliza. Robert 
was more than happy to take the job as he has become smitten with Rachel-Gwen Sanders. 
 
Cheri Cola, La Belleza, and these two newcomers are all involved in a bizarre relationship. Rachel-Gwen and 
Eliza hate Cheri Cola, but they will not sit back and watch someone else haze her because, well, that‘s their 
job! Cheri Cola does not want Rachel-Gwen and Eliza around, for obvious reasons dating back to their youth 
and avoids contact with them as much as she can. La Belleza, on the other hand, is happy to have the two 
new wrestlers on board. La Belleza can get her revenge legally inside the ring instead of illegally outside of it. 
La Belleza has also said she can’t wait to add some blonde and brunette locks to her growing collection of 
trophies. Eliza and Rachel-Gwen may find out the hard way what exactly that means. 
 
The two women wrestlers have developmental contracts with the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy at the 
time but are fully expected to be signed to the NDW roster during 2136’s signing period. Rachel-Gwen Sanders 
and Eliza Delight have taken the tag-team name, The Throwbacks, paying homage to their time in high school. 
Once officially signed to the NDW roster, The Throwbacks hope to become the first all-woman tag-team to win 
the NDW Tag-Team Championship. 
 

RACHEL-GWEN SANDERS BIOGRAPHY 
 
This woman is so important that her parents gave her two first names, and she makes sure to use them both, 
all the time! Rachel-Gwen Sanders is a beautiful young woman who has lived her life on the back of her 
popularity. Rachel-Gwen was the head cheerleader, homecoming queen, prom queen, senior class president, 
and the unofficial princess of Pelham, NY. 
 
Growing up, Rachel-Gwen had it all. Being the blonde-haired, blue-eyed darling of her class, Rachel-Gwen 
didn’t have to work for anything, in fact, everything was done for her. She never did her own homework. Other 
students in the class would line-up to do it for her, just at the chance of being her friend. The teachers knew 



this was happening, but they just didn’t seem to care. Rachel-Gwen Sanders had more important things to do, 
like her makeup and coming up with cheers. 
 
Rachel-Gwen’s best friend growing up was Eliza Delight, whose family had more money to their name than 
they knew what to do with. Eliza gave Rachel-Gwen whatever she wanted as kids, and thus Eliza was 
Rachel-Gwen’s best friend. The two girls were inseparable growing up and when these girls were together, 
they were mean! One poor girl that these two bullied was a young, Cheryl Cacola, who went on to become 
Cheri Cola in NDW. 
 
Being the head cheerleader, Rachel-Gwen Sanders has skills in gymnastics and tumbling. These abilities have 
helped her adapt to wrestling quite well. Not to mention, she is being personally trained by a third-generation 
wrestler in Robert Hagar-Knight. Robert Hagar-Knight, being a few years younger than Rachel-Gwen Sanders, 
has developed quite a crush on his student. Rachel-Gwen is, of course, using this infatuation to wrap Robert 
around her little finger. She will even come to the ring with him from time to time as his valet. 
 

ELIZA DELIGHT BIOGRAPHY 
 
When you look up spoiled in the dictionary, a picture of Eliza Delight should be next to the definition. Eliza’s 
mother is the founder of Donna Delight’s Snack Cake Company, a multi-million dollar, global snack empire and 
makers of the delicious Choc-A-Lot Cupcake. Eliza has reaped the benefits of this money her entire life. She 
never wanted for anything. As soon as Eliza asked mommy for something, she would get it! 
 
Eliza Delight and her family moved to Pelham, NY when she was in second grade. This is when the Donna 
Delight Snack Cake Company went public, making the family even more money. As soon as Eliza got to 
Pelham, it was easy to see who was in charge of Colonial Elementary School, and Eliza quickly befriended 
Rachel-Gwen Sanders, with a little help from her mother’s bank account. The two were easily the queens of 
the school, all the way through graduation. Unfortunately for the other girls in the class, Eliza and Rachel-Gwen 
were terrible bullies to the rest of them, in particular, Cheryl Cacola, who is now NDW wrestler, Cheri Cola. 
 
One thing Eliza asked her mother for, that has been more than a little beneficial in her transition into wrestling, 
was dance lessons. Eliza has studied ballet for twenty years and is a classically trained ballerina. This training 
has helped adapt Eliza’s body to the tortures of wrestling, which may be slightly less grueling than ballet. 
 
Eliza Delight was the one who had discovered that Cheri Cola was successful at NDW and planned to go to 
the matches to heckle the young wrestler alongside her partner in crime, Rachel-Gwen Sanders. This heckling 
not only caused problems for Cheri Cola, but the duo also got mixed up with La Belleza, humiliating her on a 
couple of occasions. La Belleza promises to seek revenge against both Eliza Delight and Rachel-Gwen 
Sanders, in the form of an unwanted haircut! 
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